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Abstract
This paper1 discusses the use of ‘conversational’ or ‘dialogue games’
as a basis for building dialogue systems. We give a tutorial overview of
some recent attempts to relate the notion of a dialogue act to changes
of information state of the participants in a dialogue. These attempts
all distinguish some notion of ‘grounded’ or ‘common’ propositions. We
raise the question as to whether these attempts might make the notion of
dialogue game redundant, reducing it to an epiphenomenon arising out of
the manipulation of information states. The answer to the question is no,
not quite, yet.
We also look briefly at a suggestion for augmenting the notion of information state so as to be able to deal with some types of prosodically
marked focus.

1

DIALOGUE GAMES

The use of dialogue games and moves as a level of linguistic description in characterising what is happening in a dialogue has become ubiquitous, at least in
computational approaches. A somewhat coarse-grained characterisation of what
currently happens if you want to build a dialogue system for some application is
as follows: firstly, collect a corpus of dialogues (by some means or other) which
you think are characteristic of the kind of dialogues that will be entered into by
the system you want to build. Secondly, decide on a repertoire of dialogue moves
that you can use to annotate the dialogues so as to describe the types of linguistic
transaction that will take place. This repertoire might be taken directly from an
existing annotated corpus, like the Edinburgh Map Task ([14]); from an annotation scheme which is partly intended to serve as a standard resource for this
purpose, like the DAMSL or similar schemes ([1]); or a special purpose one might
be developed in order to exploit certain regularities in the domain of application,
as for example in the Verbmobil or other similar projects ([21]). Thirdly, exploit
a pool of cheap labour at your local university linguistics department to annotate
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as many of the dialogues as you can afford to. Finally, use the corpus of annotated dialogues to develop or to train a dialogue move recognition engine, and
perhaps also some component to plan dialogue moves (although in most currently
implemented systems this is usually hard-wired in a way defined by the dialogue
task). The dialogue move handling components will be of primary importance
in the resulting dialogue system for they have to figure out what stage of the
dialogue we are at, and what to do next.
Along the way there are several choices and decisions to be made. The set
of move and game descriptors chosen must be capable of being applied to an
utterance by virtue of some objective feature of it, or the context in which it is
uttered. It is notoriously the case that annotating a dialogue is a task for which
experience and training are required if there is to be sufficient agreement between
annotators for the resulting corpus to be reliable. Some coding schemes, like the
Edinburgh one, come with a coder’s manual which gives a simple decision tree
for the basic move categories, along with discussion and legislation for difficult
cases. Even so, when you are actually in the position of annotating a dialogue,
it is typically not long before questions arise about particular cases which are
not covered by the documentation. For example, in annotating the Autoroute
dialogues ([15, 16]) we came across several cases where silence was clearly being
interpreted as assent, as in the following situation:
1. W
2. C
3. W

4. W

Where would you like to go?
From uh, I’d like to go to
Southampton, from Swansea.
You want to go to Southampton
from Swansea?
-silencePlease wait.

Using the Map Task move set, we would probably want to annotate this
section as a Wh-question game with an embedded Checking game:
[WHQ
WH-query 1. W
WH-reply 2. C
[CHK
CHECK

3. W

CLARIFY ....
]
ALIGN
4. W

Where would you like to go?
From uh, I’d like to go to
Southampton, from Swansea.
You want to go to Southampton
from Swansea?

Please wait.

]
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But this would not be possible if we observed the letter of the law in applying
the MapTask coding manual, since, although well aware of this problem, it has
to assume that all relevant evidence will be available in the transcript. (NB
Clark and Schaefer [3] count ‘continued attention’ as signalling acceptance. Since
the Autoroute dialogues are telephone-based, continued attention is a matter of
inference.)
Many other problems that can arise in applying a particular move scheme
to a new domain are discussed in [6]. There is not merely the question of what
label to use when describing a particular utterance, but also the perhaps prior
question of how to chop utterances up into several units; whether one utterance
can realise more than one move, and so on and so forth.
Notice that in deciding how to treat the Checking game, and the WHQ game
in which it is embedded, we have already departed from the requirement that
we should be guided by observable features of the utterance or the context. We
have decided that the WHQ game is not over after the WH-query is met with a
WH-reply, although this would be a simple and relatively reliable and observable
criterion to apply. Rather, we have decided that the game is not properly over
until the Checking sub-game has been completed. The reason we have decided
this is that our intuition is that the information requested in the initial question,
although it has been offered, has not really been accepted or ‘grounded’ ([3]) until
the checking game is completed. The information that the caller wants to go from
Southampton to Swansea is in the air but only becomes a fully fledged belief of
the wizard at this point. In other words, we are making our decision about the
completion of the WHQ game based on what we know about the information
states of the participants in the dialogue. The same is true of our assumption
about the implicit clarification given by the caller’s failure to issue a negative
when the checking move is made. We reason that the wizard is expecting an
answer which either confirms or rejects the check. It is a convention that silence
can be construed as assent, or, to be more precise, that in the right circumstances
not saying no can be taken as a yes. (There may not have been a long silence:
just failure to take up a turn.)
Actually, the same thing is largely true of the decisions we make guided by the
coding decision trees. Overt linguistic properties like syntactic form or intonation
are important, but other factors like whether the information expressed can be
assumed to be already known to a participant are also invoked.
Observations like these suggest that the notion of information state is primary when trying to determine dialogue moves. Dialogue moves serve to change
information states. This is not really surprising, of course: the point of (most)
dialogues is to express and alter the information states of the participants in
them. Nor is it a novel observation: Hamblin ([11]), Isard ([12]) Stalnaker ([22])
and many others up to and including the current industry in dynamic semantic
approaches to language have made the same point.
However, there have been very few attempts to systematically relate the no3

tion of dialogue game to information state. The speech act derived ‘Belief, Desire
Intention’ model of Cohen, Perrault, Allen and others ([5, 4]) attempted to do
this indirectly, by relating the felicity conditions of particular speech acts to the
mental states of the participants in a dialogue. But as many people have pointed
out, speech acts are not the same as dialogue acts, and some extra machinery has
to be added to achieve the updating function, as well as to achieve the link between separate but linked utterances (e.g. question-answer pairs) that is missing
from the speech act tradition ([20]).
One might ask what is to be gained by this attempt to relate dialogue games
to information states, since the latter is by no means a well-understood notion.
However, at least from the theoretician’s point of view, there are several possible
advantages if the attempt is successful. Firstly, we would then have a motivated
way of choosing between alternative dialogue game repertoires, because we would
have a way of comparing the content of the different dialogue games in terms of
an external frame of reference. If games can be described in terms of their effects
on information states (e.g. updates, revisions etc.) we can compare different
proposals. It may be that apparently different games actually are equivalent in
terms of the information state operations they reduce to. At present, we have no
such basis for comparison. Secondly, we ought to be able to provide better ways
of annotation of corpora, because we would have a way, in principle at least, of
settling questions about the ‘correct’ annotation. Of course, this assumes that it is
possible to unambiguously pinpoint the information state manipulations going on
in some dialogue, which may turn out to be over-optimistic. Thirdly, we would be
able to connect work in dialogue with the recent tradition of ‘dynamic semantics’
of natural language. This tradition has taken the notion of utterance meaning as
a function that updates a context or information state very seriously, but has so
far largely concentrated on single utterances, or at most short sequences of them.
Ideally, one would like to see a fusion of this work with that in dialogue.
Last, but by no means least, there is the possibility that an information
state approach to dialogue could make a contribution to the handling of prosody,
both in speech understanding and speech production. Whatever else information
states contain, they must at least contain some distinctions between old and
new information, relative salience, the intentions of the agent and so on. While
there is (even) more to prosody than this ([2]), being able to use these properties
of information states should enable us to make a better job of some aspects of
prosody than we currently can.
In the following sections I will describe and illustrate two current theories
which do make an attempt to elaborate the connection between dialogue move
and information state. The development of a theory that could systematically
relate dialogue moves and information state would raise an important question:
if we have a way of describing structured information states, and if we have an
understanding of the semantic and pragmatic properties of the relevant linguistic constructs (e.g. wh-questions, fragment ellipsis, focus, etc.) do we actually
4

need anything else to characterise what goes on in dialogue? I will conclude by
discussing this question, namely whether a sufficiently elaborated theory of information state change would make the postulation of dialogue acts as distinct
theoretical entities unnecessary.

2

POESIO AND TRAUM: axiomatisation of dialogue acts

Poesio and Traum ([18, 19]), building on work done by James Allen’s group in
the TRAINS project, have elaborated a theoretical and descriptive framework
with which to characterise dialogues. They go on to try to use their framework
to provide an axiomatisation of some dialogue acts. The basic components of
their approach are as follows.
The set of dialogue acts used are those advocated in the Discourse Resource
Initiative ([1]), deriving originally from the speech act tradition but extended so
as to remedy some of the deficiencies of speech act theory as an empirical account
of what happens in real dialogue.
In the DRI approach, dialogue acts are classified as forward- or backward
looking, depending on whether they are initiating or responding acts. Acts are
hierarchically arranged, inheriting some of their properties. The forward looking
acts include:
Statement
Assert
Reassert
Other-Statement
Influencing-addressee-future-action
Open-option
Directive
Action-Directive
Info-Request
Committing-speaker-future-action
Offer
Commit
Conventional
Opening
Closing
Explicit-performative
Exclamation

Backward-looking acts include:
Agreement
Accept
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Accept-part
Maybe
Reject
Reject-part
Hold
Answer

Poesio and Traum also adopt the view that ‘grounding’ - the process by
which information becomes accepted by both parties - is carried out by special
backward-looking dialogue acts, including:
Understanding-act
Signal-non-understanding
Signal-understanding
Acknowledge
Repeat-rephrase
Completion
Correct-misspeaking

In addition to the DRI move set, Poesio and Traum postulate a set of ‘turntaking’ acts, which are to do with management and control of the dialogue:
take-turn, keep-turn, release-turn, and assign-turn, where these functions
are not also served by one of the DRI moves.
Poesio and Traum model each conversational participant using the notation
of Discourse Representation Theory ([13]). (As usual, in the diagrams below a
set of referents are introduced in the top part of a box and various conditions are
predicated of these referents in the main part of the box. Sub-boxes may figure
in these conditions.) At any given time a conversational participant will usually
have some ‘discourse units’ (DUs) that have been grounded (in G), and some
that are currently pending, awaiting grounding, in UDUS (ungrounded DUs).
The current discourse unit (CDU) is the first member of this latter list.
G, DU1, DU2, DU3, UDUS, CDU
G = ...
DU1= . . .
DU2= . . .
DU3= . . .
UDUS=h DU3,DU1i
(CDU=first(UDUS)=DU3)
All new information gets first added to a DU, which triggers obligations of various
types on the part of the addressee, and updates concerning the intentions of the
6

initiator. After clarifications and acknowledgements grounded information moves
into G.
Here is a (simplified) example of the state of G for a participant after a
dialogue like:
A: There is an engine at Avon.
B: Okay.
A: It is hooked to a boxcar.
In the following, utterance referents - identifiers of particular utterances - are
u1, u2 etc, and ‘conversational event’ referents are ce1, ce2, etc. Embedded DRSs
Kn correspond to the content of utterances.
u1,u2,u3, ce1, ce2, ce3, K1, K2
u1: utter(A,’There is an engine at Avon’)
ce1: assert(A,B,K1)
x,w,e
K1 =

engine(x)
Avon(w)
at(x,w)

generate(u1,ce1)
u2: utter(B,’Okay’)
ce2: accept(B,ce1)
generate(u2,ce2)
u3: utter(A,’It is hooked to a boxcar’)
c3: assert(A,B,K2)
y,u
K2=

boxcar(y)
hooked-to(y,u)
u=x

generate(u3,ce3)

Notice that the representation includes information about what was said (‘utter’), how it was interpreted in terms of dialogue moves (‘assert’, ‘accept’), and
which utterance corresponds to which move (‘generate’). This enables agents to
reason about the occurrence of dialogue acts of different types as well as about
7

the content of the utterances that gave rise to them. (Note that ‘rhetorical relations’, and conditions like those described by Grosz and Sidner ([10]) are also
represented by Poesio and Traum in this manner although we have omitted them
here.)
Poesio and Traum are now able to characterise various different dialogue acts
in terms of their effects on different components of the information state of a
conversational participant. In stating these effects they use various intentional
predicates which are reminiscent of the Cohen, Perrault and Allen treatment of
speech acts:
Try(A,P)
an event of A trying to do P
Achieve(A,P)
A brings about P
Address(A,P)
A considers and responds to P
Bel(A, K)
A believes the proposition expressed
by DRS K
Int(A,P)
A intends to do or bring about P
Option(A,P)
P is something A is able to perform
SCCOE(A,B,K) A is socially committed towards B
that K is the case
Obliged(A,B,P) A has an obligation to B to do P
The last two conditions arise as a result of linguistic or social convention.
Now update rules can be formulated for the different types of act they consider. The rules are intended to capture the effects of the acts in terms of conditions that the information states must meet if the act is to apply, along with the
changes or updates to information states that will ensue when it does apply. For
brevity, we show the various rules in the form:
Conditions
Updates
Utterances (locutionary acts) trivially update the participants’ information states
by adding the fact that the sentence has been uttered.
(1)
A utters P
Add to CDU: Utter(A,P)
Poesio and Traum assume that it is a general property of core speech acts
like ‘Statement’, ‘Influencing-addressee-future-action’ etc. that they impose an
obligation on the addressee to perform an ‘Understanding-act’, and in some cases
to ‘address’ the issue raised by the act:
(2)
(for all core Acts) K contains Act(A,B,P)
Add to K: Obliged(B,A,Understanding-act(B,P))
(3)

(for some core Acts) K contains Act(A,B,P)
Add to K: Obliged(B,A,Address(B,P))
8

(Note that K here is intended to include the whole current DRS: G, UDU,
etc.) Most backward-looking acts will remove obligations added by the previous
forward-looking act.
Some of the specific further update rules associated with acts are as follows:
(4)
G contains Statement(A,B,K)
Add to G: SCCOE(A,B,K)
If A performs any dialogue act that involves stating something, then he is
committed (by linguistic and social conventions) to that something being the
case.
(5)
G contains Assert(A,B,K)
Add to G: Try(A,Bel(B,K))
G contains Accept(B,K) ⇒ Add SCCOE(B,A,K) to G
If A asserts K, he is trying to get B to believe it, and if B accepts K, then he
is also conversationally committed to it. Since Assert is a subtype of Statement
the previous update rule will also apply.
Most backward-looking acts will remove obligations added by the previous
forward-looking act. In addition, an Accept act following a Statement will trigger
the antecedent of the conditional in rule (5).
In simplified form the sequence of updates for the section of dialogue earlier
will be as follows. We begin with the simple fact of the utterance, via (1):
G,UDU,CDU,DU1
G=[]
u1
DU1=

Utter(A,“There’s an engine at Avon”)

CDU=DU1
UDU=h DU1 i
Recognising u1 as an act of assertion will update the CDU to include:
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ce1, K1
ce1: Assert(A,B,K1)
x,w
K1=

engine(x)
Avon(w)
at(x,w)

generate(u1,ce1)
This will in turn trigger both the general and the specific updates associated with
assertion, to add to CDU:
Obliged(B,Understanding-act(B,K1))
Obliged(B,Address(B,K1))
When the utterance of ‘Okay’ is processed as acknowledging ce1, ce1 is grounded
(i.e. moved from CDU into G). This triggers the antecedent of rule (5) leading
to the addition to G of:
SCCOE(A,B,K1)
Try(A,Bel(B,K1))
Poesio and Traum analyse acknowledgements and acceptances as one of a special
set of Grounding acts. Grounding acts themselves do not get added to G: they
simply cause an earlier discourse unit to be added to G:
(6)
CDU contains Acknowledge(A,DUn )
Add DUn to G; remove DUn from UDU
remove CDU from UDU
The effect of B’s utterance of ‘Okay’ in the above dialogue is first to add the
discourse units:
u2
u2 = Utter(B,”Okay”)
and:
ce2
ce2 = Acknowledge(B,DU1)
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The update rule (6) for acknowledgements is then triggered, causing the whole
discourse unit DU1 derived from ‘There is an engine at Avon’ to become fully
grounded.
Note that for Poesio and Traum, grounding and in fact all other aspects of
conversational structure are treated uniformly as different types of act. Grounding has various linguistic consequences apart from the obvious ones. For example,
Poesio ([17]) points out that in general, cross-speaker pronominal anaphora involving assertions that are not grounded is rather unnatural:
A There is an engine at Avon
B (i) ?? It is red.
B (ii) Right. It is red.

A’s use of an indefinite suggests that a new individual unknown to B is being
introduced. It is therefore odd when B immediately uses a pronoun to refer
to it, as in (i). However, if B acknowledges A’s utterance first, as in (ii), the
information becomes grounded and it is more natural to refer to a now mutually
known entity with a pronoun.

3

GINZBURG: Questions under discussion

In [8, 9] Ginzburg presents a model of dialogue which aims to show how the
notion of common ground fits into an update semantics for dialogue. He shares
the assumption of the dialogue act tradition that conversational interaction can
be characterised in terms of a small number of primitive move types which set
up a restricted set of options or obligations at any given point in a dialogue.
However, unlike Poesio and Traum the acts that Ginzburg postulates are not
(obviously) derived from the speech act theory tradition. Furthermore, Ginzburg
tries to relate the properties of dialogue much more to the semantic properties of
individual utterances, particularly questions.
As for Poesio and Traum, the information states of participants in a discourse
are structured: a participant has a set of private beliefs and goals (‘unpublicised
mental situation’) as well as a ‘gameboard’, a semi-shared set of beliefs and
propositions. A gameboard is structured into at least three components: a set
of commonly agreed on FACTS; a (partially ordered) set of ‘questions under
discussion’ (QUD) specifying the things currently open for discussion, which need
not correspond to questions in the strict sense; and a LATEST-MOVE, specifying
the content of the most recent conversational move.
The options available to a speaker at any point in a dialogue are conditioned
by the content of his LATEST-MOVE, and his QUD. If some Q is topmost in his
QUD, then a speaker can provide any information specific to Q. By information
specific to Q Ginzburg means either information about Q (i.e. that might partly
or completely resolve the question one way or another) or some further question
on which Q might depend, as for example B’s utterance in:
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A: Are you going to the lecture today?
B: Who is speaking?

The notion of ‘resolving’ a question is discussed extensively by Ginsburg:
essentially, a fact or piece of information in the ‘unpublicised mental situation’
resolves a question if it implies either a positive or a negative answer to the
question which is complete enough for the current purposes. Being ‘complete
enough’ will depend both on the local context of the utterance, and the interests
and goals of the participants.
A speaker can also react to the content of LATEST-MOVE with whatever
options are available. The options will vary according to the type of thing that is
there, so that although Ginzburg does not discuss this in detail, this is one of the
points at which the usual notion of dialogue games enters the picture. Ginzburg
only discusses assertions and queries.
When a participant B’s LATEST-MOVE contains something of the form ‘A
query Q’, then he has two options: (a) accept Q for discussion, adding Q to the
top of QUD, and producing a relevant utterance, or (b) reject Q for discussion,
uttering a rejection phrase (‘Never mind about Q’, etc). In this latter case both
Q and ‘whether B discusses Q’ get added to QUD, but the latter is the topmost
item.
If B accepts Q for discussion then things will proceed so as to allow what
Ginzburg calls QUD-DOWNDATING to apply. The QUD-DOWNDATING principle is stated: If Q is currently topmost in QUD, and P is a fact that either (a)
resolves Q relative to the ‘unpublicised mental situation’, or (b) indicates that
no information about Q can be provided then Q can be removed from QUD, P
is added to FACTS and if (a) applies, also added to FACTS is the ‘fact that P
resolves Q’.
If B rejects A’s query, and if A accepts B’s rejection then Q will be removed
from QUD via QUD-DOWNDATING. Alternatively A can discuss with B the
rejection and if successful in overcoming it then ‘whether B discusses Q’ will be
removed from A’s and B’s QUD and Q will finally be discussed as originally
intended.
When B’s LATEST-MOVE contains something of the form ‘A assert P’, then
B again has two choices. He can accept P, in which case P will be added to
B’s FACTS. This acceptance counts as information that ‘resolves’ the top element in A’s QUD, namely the question whether P. Now A can apply QUDDOWNDATING, adding P to FACTS and removing ‘whether P’ from his QUD.
The fact P is now grounded: it appears in both A’s and B’s FACTS.
The other option for B after A’s assertion is to discuss ‘whether P’. In this
case B adds to the top of his QUD ‘whether P’ and produces a relevant utterance.
This will usually lead to a ‘side-sequence’ or clarification subdialogue, perhaps
something like:
A: There’s an engine at Avon (= P)
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B: Avon?
A: Yeah.
B: Okay.

Here A’s response to B’s query counts as resolving ‘whether P’ and QUDDOWNDATING will apply. B’s acceptance confirms that P is now in FACTS
and is grounded.
Notice that in Ginzburg’s framework, grounding is essentially regarded as
involving the additional raising by any utterance of an implicit question about
the interpretation of that utterance. This is why ‘whether P’ appears on top
of B’s QUD. If that implicit question can be resolved (in Ginzburg’s sense) by
information in the addressee’s unpublicised mental situation, then the utterance
can be accepted and thus become grounded for both participants. In the semantic
framework that Ginzburg is assuming (a version of situation theory) this in fact
falls out (almost) automatically. Propositions are modelled as relations between
situations and ‘states of affairs’ which, to radically simplify, we can think of as
represented by expressions like:
hat,engine,avon,truei.
Question-meanings are modelled as relations between situations and ‘abstracts’,
which, again we can think of in a radically simplified way as expressions like:
λX.hat,engine,X,truei
(‘Where is the engine?’)
or:
λX.hat,engine,Avon,Xi
(‘Is the engine at Avon?’)
i.e. what is the truth value of ‘engine at Avon’ ?
Utterances are modelled as abstracts too, with various restrictions that must
be met by the situation: e.g. ‘there’s an engine at Avon’ might be something
like:
λUSXY. hassert(S,at(X,Y,true))i
where U must be a situation in which S is the speaker, X is an engine, and Y is
named Avon. Thus any utterance can be correlated with a corresponding set of
question-meanings, namely, what you get by abstracting over one or more of its
components.
Ginzburg also postulates a move of implicit acceptance:
ACCOMMODATE-QUESTION: if Q is topmost in QUD, it is permissible to
add the fact that there exists a fact positively resolving Q to FACTS. Optionally,
remove Q from QUD.
This move corresponds to the silent move in our example dialogue earlier. It
would apply in the current example if B’s response had been something like:
A: There’s an engine at Avon (= P)
B: Let’s move it to Danville.
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Of course, using this rule is not always safe. It may be the case that the
other participant does not accept your utterance but for some reason has not
made this explicit. In this case there will be a mismatch between what you
regard as commonly accepted FACTS and what the other participant regards as
commonly accepted FACTS. But in general if neither acceptance nor discussion
of the currently salient QUD is offered, it is safe to assume it is accepted.
We can formulate rules to capture the updates and actions possible according
to Ginzburg’s theory, in the style of those of Poesio and Traum:
Q topmost in QUD
Given info P resolving Q
QUD-DOWNDATING:
Remove Q from QUD
Add P to facts
LATEST-MOVE = A query Q
Accept-query:
Produce relevant utterance
Add Q to QUD
LATEST-MOVE = A query Q
Produce rejection phrase
Reject-query:
Add Q to QUD
Add ‘whether B discusses Q’ to QUD
LATEST-MOVE = A assert P
Accept-assertion: (Optionally) produce acceptance phrase
Add P to FACTS
LATEST-MOVE = A assert P
Query-assertion:
Produce query phrase
Add ‘whether P’ to QUD
Q topmost in QUD
ACCOMMODATE-QUESTION: Add ‘∃P.P resolves Q’ to FACTS
(Optionally) remove Q from QUD
We can illustrate Ginzburg’s approach informally using the following example
(which we will assume is complete):
1.
2.
3.
4.

w:
c:
w:
c:

Where would you like to go?
Edwinstowe
Edwinstowe?
Yes

After utterance 1, Q= which(X,go(c,X)):
W: [LATEST-MOVE = W query Q]
[QUD
= Q
]
C: [LATEST-MOVE = W query Q]

C applies Accept-query, producing utterance 2, P = go(c,edwinstowe), the
resolved form of the ellipsis:
14

W: [LATEST-MOVE = C assert P]
[QUD
= Q
]
C: [LATEST-MOVE = C assert P]
[QUD
= Q
]

W applies Query-assertion, with the query phrase being ‘Edwinstowe?’, resolved
to whether(P) = go(c,edwinstowe)?
W: [LATEST-MOVE = W query whether(P)]
[QUD
= whether(P), Q
]
C: [LATEST-MOVE = W query whether(P)]
[QUD
= Q
]

C applies Accept-query, and produces a relevant utterance, ‘yes’, which we
will resolve as true(P):
W: [LATEST-MOVE = C assert true(P)]
[QUD
= whether(P), Q
]
C: [LATEST-MOVE = C assert true(P)]
[QUD
= whether(P),Q
]

At this point, both W and C can apply QUD-DOWNDATING twice. ‘True(P)’
resolves ‘whether(P)’, and ‘P’ resolves ‘Q’. Thus the final gameboards are:
W: [LATEST-MOVE
[QUD
[FACTS
C: [LATEST-MOVE
[QUD
[FACTS

=
=
=
=
=
=

C assert true(P)]
]
Q, true(P)
]
C assert true(P)]
]
Q, true(P)
]

Ginzburg is able to show how this mechanism can explain some otherwise
puzzling observations. Take the following examples:
(1) A: Who left the Institute before 5. Why?
(2) A: Who left the Institute before 5.
B: Why?

In the first, the elliptical why question can be interpreted to mean ‘Why
did they leave?’, whereas in the second the only natural interpretation is more
like ‘Why are you asking that question?’ His explanation is that in the first
example, the speaker is using ACCOMMODATE-QUESTION to ‘help himself’
to the fact that there is some fact that positively resolves the question (i.e. that
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the presupposition associated with the question is satisfied). This grounds the
question and the speaker is then able to continue to raise a second question that
asks partly about the implicit information resolving the first question: namely,
why did the people whose identification constitutes an answer to the first question
leave the Institute at that time.
In the second case speaker B has not grounded the utterance. Therefore the
top element of QUD is the question itself. B’s utterance is therefore taken to be
an instance where he is applying ‘Accept-query’ but producing an utterance on
which the query depends rather than something which resolves it immediately.

4

COMPARISON

It is clear that there are many points of similarity between these two approaches.
Both maintain a distinction between facts that are merely in the air, and those
that are in some sense accepted by both participants. Poesio and Traum’s ‘G’
and Ginzburg’s ‘FACTS’ are clearly doing the same job. Both regard dialogue as
imposing various conventions on the participants, by virtue of the utterance of
some linguistic form in a particular context. In the case of Poesio and Traum this
is modelled explicitly in terms of update rules belonging to particular dialogue
acts which create obligations of particular kinds on the part of the addressee of
the act. In Ginzburg’s case it is less directly encoded but enforced by virtue of the
different options that are available to a discourse participant when, say, a query
is the LATEST-MOVE, or a question form is the top-most element in QUD.
In [6] an extensive empirical comparison is made of versions of both the theories discussed here, transcribing several Autoroute dialogues in full. One of the
questions raised by this attempt is the extent to which dialogue moves and acts
are anything other than a convenient label for a package of information state
updates. In other words, if we have a fully worked out theory of the update of
information states (although neither of the preceding claim to be this) could we
dispense with explicit dialogue acts altogether?
Recall that in the speech act tradition, at least some proponents argued that
illocutionary acts could be replaced or defined away by an explicit account of
reasoning about belief and intention ([5]). Poesio and Traum, although to some
extent within this tradition, do not claim that their treatment makes explicit
dialogue acts redundant (see [19], p213), although to some extent their later
paper is trying to take some steps along this route. However, it is actually
rather difficult to see how they could dispense with explicit acts, since the update
rules themselves are stated in terms of records of particular dialogue acts having
occurred or even being grounded. In other words, information states themselves
contain information about dialogue acts: it would be circular to attempt to define
dialogue acts away in terms of information states.
In Ginzburg’s approach, there is less overt reliance on dialogue acts and thus
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more apparent prospect of doing away with them. We are in fact not very far
from being able to describe most of what was happening in the Edwinstowe dialogue using just a simple distinction between grounded and ungrounded material,
and some purely semantic manipulations, although there is not space or time to
demonstrate this here. We do however have to assume some rather powerful inferential machinery capable of giving content to notions like ‘resolves’, ‘depends
on’, or ‘relevant utterance’. Also, the rules we stated for updates as they stand
still required as their triggering condition that some previous utterance had been
classified as an assertion or a query. In order to completely define away the notion
of dialogue act we would have to reduce these triggering conditions to predicates
on information states.
This is quite a plausible aim to go for, in fact. Recall that many of the diagnostics that would distinguish between annotating a syntactic yes-no interrogative
form as expressing the dialogue act ‘yes-no question’ (as opposed to ‘check’) rely
on asking whether the information expressed is inferrable from anything mentioned earlier in the dialogue. If it is not, then the utterance is very likely to
be a genuine yes-no question. If it is, the utterance is much more likely to be a
check - part of a grounding game or side-sequence. This diagnostic can clearly be
converted to a (rather complex) predicate on information states which define the
different types of acts: similarly, other acts could be identified with tests on pairs
or possibly sequences of information states representing the information available
before and after the relevant utterance. The notion of a dialogue act would not
have an independent status, simply serving as a convenient macro for regularly
co-occurring combinations of linguistic form and information state change. The
primitives of dialogue would then be utterances of particular linguistic forms,
identified by their syntactic, lexical, and semantic properties, which take place in
a context in which the information states of speaker and hearer have such and
such properties, and which have the effect of mapping those information states
into others in a predictable way. Dialogue acts can be reduced to triples of h
Information-state-in, Utterance-type, Information-state-out i, and need not be
regarded as a separate theoretical level of description, except perhaps for convenience.
There is obviously a lot of work to do to spell out the details of this particular
reductionist programme, and so dialogue games will be with us for some time
yet. My own view, however, is that it is worth the effort to try to do this: success
would show us that dialogue games are an epiphenomenon; failure would suggest
that they are a genuinely independent level of linguistic description.

5

FOCUS

We said earlier than one possible benefit of an elaborated theory of information
state might be the ability to do a rather better job than we can currently do
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of describing the role of prosody in dialogue. Perhaps the most striking use of
prosody in dialogue is in marking focus, particularly narrow or contrastive focus,
as in:
Are you flying to LONDON?
Are YOU flying to London?
Are you FLYING to London?
There are many theories of focus interpretation, but what most of them agree
on is that the effect of this type of focus marking is to split up the meaning of the
sentence into two components, the focused items themselves, and a ‘background’
which abstracts over the focused position:
Are you flying to LONDON? λ x.you fly to x
Are YOU flying to London?
λ x.x fly to london
Are you FLYING to London? λ x. you x to london
In recent work, Engdahl et al. [7] have suggested that simple cases of focus
may be incorporated into Ginzburg’s model quite easily. The basic insight is that
in Ginzburg’s framework it is natural to think of the background as determining
a further question to go on the QUD stack. Thus in the following exchange, there
would be two QUDs after A’s utterance is processed:
A: Are you flying to LONDON?
[QUD = whether(fly(you,london)), λX.hfly,you,Xi]
The first corresponds to the fact that this is a yes-no question, and the second
to the background.
If B replies ‘Yes’, then his reply is sufficient to resolve both QUDs, since
resolving the topmost one is sufficient to resolve the other. But if B replies ‘No’,
then the situation is different. The top QUD can be resolved negatively, but
this is not sufficient to resolve the QUD derived from the background. Note that
under these circumstances the natural next move for A is to produce a question
which is an expression of the background QUD:
A: Where ARE you flying to?
Knowing what the information state of the participants is will give us at least
in principle what we need to predict where the intonational focus will fall in the
resulting utterance.
Of course, this is a very simple example, and it is not difficult to come up with
cases that demand more complex analysis. In the limit, focus placement can be
determined by arbitrarily complex types of contextual reasoning (see [2]). But we
at least now have a place to start with the simple examples, and while there are
many descriptive and theoretical problems remaining to be solved, the integration
of explicit models of information structuring for focus within the dialogue games
framework - or its successor - looks like a very promising avenue to explore in
developing more flexible and natural dialogue processing systems.
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